
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 931
“Okay! Boy, you are very kind! You have the guts to come when you hit

my men and defy my orders! It’s really good!” Bai Chen gritted his

teeth, and the chill in those words made everyone around him feel bad.

There was a shiver.

Just after that, Bai Chen turned his gaze, staring at Bai Yi, and asked

gloomily:

“What about you?” Mobile phone:

“I asked you to bring the official seal and asset contract of the new Bai

family! Did you bring it? ”

Official seal, asset contract!

This is necessary for annexing New Baishi!

Hearing this, Bai Yi’s pretty face turned pale, and there was a deep

panic in his expression.

However, she has not yet waited for her answer.

Lin Fan next to him continued to smile and said,

“No!”

“But, are you ready for the official seal and industrial contract of the

Bai Group?”

What!

The official seal and industrial contract of the Bai Group?

What this guy meant was…He came this time, not wanting the new Bai

family to be annexed, but to annex the old Bai family?

Wow!

After listening to Lin Fan’s words, all the guests in the entire courtyard

were once again in an uproar.

Looking at Lin Fan one after another, it was as if they were looking at a

madman.

“Oh my God, this trash is too arrogant! He actually dared to openly

want to annex the Bai Group in front of Grandpa Bai and Young

Master Bai Chen?”

“Crazy! This guy is absolutely crazy. Only a madman can do this.” This

kind of thing!”

“Wait and see, Young Master Bai Chen will definitely not spare him!”

“…” The surrounding guests were completely uproarious.

In almost everyone’s eyes, Lin Fan’s act of angering Bai Chen now is no

different from an idiot.

really!

After hearing Lin Fan’s words, whether it was Bai Chen, the old man

Bai, the uncle Bai Hai, and the second master Bai Chuan, their

expressions were all gloomy and almost dripping with water.

Especially Mrs. Bai, he was so pissed.

“Okay! Lin Fan, do you want to annex my Bai family group?”

“The old man makes you perfect!” The old lady Bai’s eyes were cold

and cold, staring at Lin Fan and said:

“As long as you can walk out of the Bai family alive today , The old

man gave the official seal and the industrial contract with both

hands!!!”

Wow!

Killing intent?

Almost everyone can hear the extremely rich murderous intent in the

old lady’s words.

Especially everyone found out.

Grandpa Bai and all the Bai family members looked at Lin Fan as if

they were looking at a dead person.

Not only him!

Bai Chen beside him stared at Lin Fan sullenly, and said sternly:

“Lin Fan, you are the most kind door-to-door son-in-law I have ever

seen. It’s a pity that you really think you can compete with us with your

strength. Is the Bai family an enemy?”

“Wait! In a while, we will give you a big surprise, which will definitely

make you unforgettable!” The words fell!

With a wave of his hand, Bai Chen immediately led Mr. Bai and the

others, and left the place and walked towards the main seat.

Until they leave.

Dense cold sweat has flowed down from the foreheads of the Bai Yi

family.

The faces of the family of three were as pale as paper, and the panic

and fear in their expressions could hardly be concealed.
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